Welcome Week Schedule Fall 2023

Tuesday, Sept 19:
- New/Transfer Undergrad Student Orientation
  - 10am-12pm
  - Meet and Greet + Tour of Facilities

Wednesday, Sept 20:
- Fall 2023 Health Insurance Waiver Deadline - enrolled in UCSD SHIP after this date
  - For More Info See: https://studenthealth.ucsd.edu

Friday, Sept 22:
- Fall 2023 Registration Deadline - $100 late fee after this date
  - 10:30 - 12:00
  - NEW Graduate Students: Facilities, Concert Planning & Requests for Department Resources **MANDATORY**

Tuesday, Sept 26:
- All Department Meeting
  - 11:00 - 11:30
  - Faculty Meeting

Thursday, Sept 28:
- Fall 2023- First Day of Classes
  - 11:00am-2:30pm
  - Celebrate the Arts Festival (10 a.m. set up)

Monday, Oct. 2:
- UG Dept. Seminar
  - 11:00am-12:00pm
  - Introductions Meeting - ALL UGs, Faculty, Staff **MANDATORY**

First-year Advisors:
- Composition: Rand Steiger - rpsteiger@ucsd.edu
- Computer Music: Tamara Smyth - tamaras@ucsd.edu
- Integrative Studies: David Borgo - dborgo@ucsd.edu
- Performance: Wilfrido Terrazas - wterrazas@ucsd.edu
- TA Faculty Advisor: Sarah Hankins - shankins@ucsd.edu
- ICAM (UG) Advisor: Tom Erbe - tre@ucsd.edu
- Department Chair: Anthony Burr - aburr@ucsd.edu
- Management Officer: Gris Arellano - garellano@ucsd.edu
- Graduate Advisor: Ali Cresap - acresap@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Undergrad Advisor: TBA - mus-ug@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Student Affairs Assistant: Adriana Sanchez - mus-studentasst@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Human Resource: Tracy Liu - trli02@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Production Manager: Jessica Flores - jlflores@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Facilities Manager: Neil Bociek - mus-facilities@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Facilities Assistant: Brady Baker - brbaker@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Production Coordinator: Davis Espiritu - d1espiritu@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Recording Engineer: Andrew Munsey - amunsey@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Theatrical Production Specialist: Jeremy Olson - jolson@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Fiscal Analyst: Olivia Rochelle - orochelle@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Fiscal Assistant: Maria Pineda - mipineda@cloud.ucsd.edu
- Programmer: Trevor Henthorn - trevor@cloud.ucsd.edu

**EMPLOYMENT:** All student TAs, Readers, GSRs, Associate-ins, and part-time employees must check-in with Tracy Liu to sign/verify UCSD employment papers **BEFORE** September 25.